Newsletter for SAM 600 No. 119

September 2009

Two old guys were chatting.....
One said to the other:
"My 85th birthday was yesterday.
The wife gave me an SUV".
Other guy responded:
"Wow, that's amazing!!.....
Imagine, an SUV!!..
What a great gift!"
First guy:
"Yup !!.... Socks, Underwear and Viagra!"
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EDITORAL
Hi, I am your Newsletter Editor for this time round.
When I prepared The Thermaleer No. 117 I referred to the importance of this Newsletter
as the only means of communication.
As you should already know, we have changed the meeting sequences. In future these
Meetings will be held three times a year, the first of these will be at Cohuna in November,
the second at Haddon in March, and the third, the Annual General Meeting, will be in July
at the Moorabbin address.
As a result of this change the Newsletter is going to be the only means of keeping
everyone informed of current issues and upcoming events.
To achieve this we must have someone with the time to collate the items in a newsletter
format.
Their job will be not only to edit every article but to source them from other Members,
Newsletters and through the Web.
Both Brian Laughton, and I have discussed the position of Newsletter Editor, and at this
stage have come up with a ‘blank’.
Is there a Member who would take on this position ? as we do not want all of the
responsibilities falling on a few.
You may say that you cannot write. The position does not require you to write all of the
articles, but as mentioned earlier, the person would need to source articles, edit it into a
newsletter format and then forward it to me and I will print and distribute it.
Hopefully there is someone out there who can assist us as Brian Laughton, our President,
and myself are involved in other areas and to add this to our workload detracts us from our
current involvement.
Please, is there anyone out there who can help us ?
In the meantime sit back and read this and enjoy it – see you at SWAMPS !
Brian Dowie

November 7th or 8th at Cohuna
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
009 RRMT Report by Brian Laughton
Well here is another Thermaleer and it has been months since my last report and we are
now past Winter and into Spring.
Before the Winter break we held our last competition at Warragul on the Queen’s Birthday
weekend. BOY WAS IT COLD !. This temperature only went to confirm our reasoning not
to hold competitions in Winter.
At our last meeting we had presented and discussed a set of rules for Electric Old Timers.
The changes from our traditional rules relate to power source and the flight times.
Because of the variation in rules these models can't compete with the I/C engines models,
but it was agreed that they can fly in the same events alongside the I/C powered aircraft
but they will have their own rankings and trophies.
At the November 2009 competition at Cohuna we are going to trial this format as an
experiment both for our guys who may choose to give this new format a try and those
dedicated to the discipline.
In this Thermaleer you will find a couple of articles plagiarized from Duration Times, the
Newsletter of SAM 1788. These are about an International Postal Competition for Electric
Tomboys , this maybe a light hearted entry into this new format so don't just gloss over
these articles, give them a read as you may surprise yourself and become interested in
this simple form of power.
Well that’s about all for this time, at our Annual General Meeting on July 23rd. 2009 I was
re-elected President and I thank everyone for their confidence and appreciate everyone
input to make the next year in SAM 600 one of very friendly camaraderie.
Our first comp for the new season will be at SWAMPS in September and then we will see
all the new models you have been building over winter.
Lets all pray for good weather for the upcoming season.
Regards to all.
Brian L
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63RD AUSTRALIAN NATIONALS
Just an update on the 63rd Nationals ,they are to be held at ALBURY / WODONGA
between December 28th and January 6th 2010.
They are being run by the VMAA and as has been the case in the past there should be a
good turn up from all over.
The days that are important to us as old timer flyers are as follows;
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

December 28th
December 29th
December 30th
December 31st
January 1st
January 2nd

–
–
–
–
–
–

registration and processing at the Stadium
1/2A Texaco and Standard Duration
Duration
Texaco
Burford and Nostalgia
38 Antique and 2 cc

All these events are to be held at the Table Top Reserve.
It is advisable to pre enter and you will find more details on this on the VMAA web site.
We will keep you updated as the year rolls on, so plan to try to be there for at least some
of the events and get around to see how some of the other categories enjoy their form of
Aeromodelling.

FUTURE
SAM 600 MEETINGS
This will be at Cohuna in November, Haddon in March and the Annual General Meeting in
July. of each year.
The AGM will be held at the Offices of
One Way Business Advisers
24A 479 Warrigal Road
Moorabbin, Victoria (Telephone 03 9555 9445)
This is near the corner of Cochranes Road and Warrigal Road and opposite Bunnings
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CHAMP OF CHAMPS POINTS 2009

2nd
B Barton 2
C Lawson 2

3rd
P Bennett 1
L Clifford 1

Haddon March 2009
Texaco
Rob Taylor 3

Dan Missen 2

Duration
Climb&glide
38 antique

Kev Fryer 2
Don Grant 2
Lyn Clifford 2

L Clifford 1
Chris Lawson
1
Garry Ryan 1
N Campbell 1

Roy Robertson
Duration
Texaco

1st
Rob Taylor 3
Rob Taylor 3

Rob Taylor 3
S Gullock 3
S Gullock 3

Cohuna May 2nd 3rd 2009 State Champs
note these are for Vic placing in the combined champs
½ A Texaco
B Laughton 3
C Lawson 2
Burford
C Lawson 3
M Heap 2
Duration
L Clifford 3
R Taylor 2
38 antique
R Taylor 3
B Barton 2
Texaco
K Fryer 3
R Yates 2
Warragul June 7th 2009
½ A Texaco
B Laughton 3
Burford
B Laughton 3
Climb&glide
K Fryer 3
Tomboy
B Laughton 3

Kev Fryer 2
Kev Fryer 2
A Male 2
G Mitchell 2

K Fryer 1
L Clifford 1
K Fryer 1
B Laughton 1
B Laughton 1

Running Totals
R Taylor 17
B Barton 4
C Lawson 8
P Bennett 1
L Clifford 8
D Missen 2
K Fryer 14
S Gullock 6
D Grant 2
G Ryan 1
N Campbell 1
B Laughton14
M Heap 2
R Yates 2
G Mitchell 4
A Male 2

G Mitchell 1
G Mitchell 1
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THE FRANK EHLING 1/2A INTERNATIONAL POSTAL EVENT
SAM 600 has won this event twice and this was against teams from all over the world, this
year it is being held between September 19th to October 18th .
The Victoria entries as usual are being organized by Barry Barton who you will send all
your flight times to, he then collates them and sends them off to the appropriate people to
be judged
The rules are the same as our MAA A ½ A rules except the model must weigh 8ozs per
square foot of wing area .
You are allowed 3 flights of which 2 are to count.
The maximum flight time is 15 minutes per flight.
You must have a minimum of 3 members per team.
Your team must all fly on the same day but you can choose your own day from the dates
given above .
So come on make up a team of your friends or club mates and lets see if we can win back
the trophy this year, you don't have to make a special model just weight up your existing
model ,you will be surprised how well they fly and you could catch some big lift.
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Electric Old Timer
Electric Tomboy - Further Developments
My first Tomboy venture was reported on page 10 of Duration Times #156. There are some electric building
tips in that article that are still relevant but, as you will see, nothing stays the same for long if the aim is to
succeed in competition!
The Vic Smeed Tomboy has captured the imagination of a number of IMAC members. Initial interest was
sparked by the International 36” Tomboy Postal Contest but other factors have come into play since then.
The Tomboy happens to be a great built-from-sticks model. It is small and cheap so does not intimidate the
novice builder. This, together with its legendary reputation as a free-flight model, means that there is more
than a 50/50 chance it will fly straight off the building board.

IMAC Electric Tomboy Team, L to R: Tom Reinhold, Barry Austen, Lou Amadio and Pieter Moerkerken

BTW, all Electric Tomboys are 36” span and must use a 2S 350mAHr LiPo in the postal contest. I had
some reservations about the energy available from such a small pack, but my fears were unfounded as a
well built model will climb out of site, if you let it, before the pack is exhausted. This has another implication
and that has to do with power for the radio equipment. All contest models flown to date at the IMAC field
have been powered by BEC enabled controllers. When the 2S 350 battery is exhausted by the motor, there
still enough energy to control the servos and bring the model home. We put this down to the low power
requirement of lightweight receivers and the fact that the Tomboy flies very well on it own requiring only the
slightest input from the pilot.
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Electric Tomboy #1
Tomboy1 reported in DT156 weighed 285g (10 Oz) and had a loading of 6.7 Oz/ft^2. This model had a
1650Kv EM motor (50g), 20A ESC (20g) and a mini Rx (15g) controlling a pair of 10g servos. Covering was
standard Solarfilm. Weight of the hardware alone was 105g excluding the 2S battery which is the same for
all models.

Tomboy #1 weighed in at a beefy 285g (10 Oz)

With a 6x4 prop the motor drew ~5A at full throttle. Climb-out was acceptable and the best flight for
Tomboy1 was 14 min on a day with nice thermal activity. (By difference, the airframe weight was calculated
to be 152g)
The Challenger
Pieter Moerkerken took up the challenge and built a lighter Tomboy. Pieter selected the wood and used a
lighter motor (28g), ESC (10g), servos (5g ea) and covered the model with Solarfilm Lite. AUW is an
exceptional 200g (7 Oz)! Motor is a Leeton 1100Kv running on a current of 2 amps for a total power of 15
watts. In IC (gas) terms, this is 1/50th HP.

Pieter’s Tomboy: 200g AUW – an exercise in lightweight construction and fitting – flies on only 2A from a 2S 350
mAHr LiPo
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Pieter’s best time to date has been 23 minutes with only minimal thermal assistance. Weight of the
hardware is 50g excluding the battery which is the same for all models. (By difference, the airframe weighs
125g. This is 27g less than Tomboy1 and is believed to be mainly due to the lighter covering film.)
A Dark Horse
Not to be outdone, Tom Reinhold, who normally flies electric models up to 7,800g, set about creating the
ultimate Tomboy. Carefully selecting every piece of balsa by weight and incorporating the latest in mini
2.4GHz radio control with sub-micro servos (2.5g ea) and “indoor” brushless motor/controller (15g), Tom’s
Tomboy came out at 180g (6.3 Oz) for a wing loading of 4.2 Oz/ft^2!

Front end of Tom’s Tomboy showing 15g “indoor” motor/esc
Weight of hardware (less battery) is just 25g. Electrical power loading based on 40 watts input is a generous 100
watts/lb. The scary thing is that Tom has ideas for a lighter model although further gains are likely to be small. To
date, Tom has had only one timed flight and that was 18.5 min without significant thermal assistance.

Trying Again
Given all this I have set about building Tomboy2. I do not have any hope of besting Tom’s effort but am
confident in achieving 200g max by using Solarfilm Lite (as per Pieter) together with lighter
motor/ESC/Rx/servos. Losing weight in a model such as this is a win-win because the smaller equipment
costs less and the power needed to climb is lower leaving a greater reserve in the pack for extended
thermalling. The outcome is that a separate Rx battery is unlikely to be required saving a significant 10% of
AUW.
As indicated above, a number of IMAC members have taken up the challenge first to build a model and
then to fly the postal contest. I also believe the Tomboy could be an excellent first electric model for those
who are curious as to what electric power is all about. If you are interested in building a Tomboy, Dave
Brown has a short kit available that includes a plan and all the curvey bits. Alternatively, we have a plan in
JPG or PDF format suitable for printing out full size using multiple sheets of A4 paper. Email
lou_amadio@ozemail.com.au for a copy.
Postscript
Although the above is good news for electric powered models, it demonstrates yet again that there can
never be a satisfactory handicap system that allows IC (gas) models to compete against electric models in
the same contest. It does not mean that all models, regardless of power source, cannot fly in the same
airspace but rather that prizes be awarded separately for the two classes.
Lou Amadio
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Electric Old Timer
Converting the Tomboy
Ian was the first to show us a Tomboy at one of the local EFSIG meetings. I remember it
was a cute little model but did not give it another thought until John Brennan sent me a
flyer about an international Tomboy postal contest. Having just finished developing the
Electric Old Timer models for the AEFA, the Tomboy seemed like a good challenge for the
next project.
The contest, organized from Europe, was for both IC (gas) and electric models. Word soon
went around and Dave Brown had orders for more than 10 kits.

Ian Avery’s electric Tomboy, built and modified over period of time, had its maiden flight at the
IMAC field in Jan 2009

Most OT pilots are familiar with the IC (gas) version of the Vic Smeed Tomboy. Published
in the 1950 edition of Aeromodeller it was designed as either a land or sea plane. All
articles that I have managed to get hold of report that the model is a good thermaller and
indeed many have flown away, never to be seen again. So we decided to proceed with an
R/C version to improve the chances of many enjoyable flights!

Ian’s Tomboy is a classic. Apart from the electric motor, it looks like it could have been built in
1950. A beautiful model.
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International Contest
The international postal would mix (for the first time?) both IC (gas) and electric models in
the same contest.
Airframe rules:
a) 36” span as per original plan
b) No minimum weight
c) Reinforcement or lightening of the structure allowed
d) Outline of original model must be maintained
e) Materials used must be on plan
f) Plastic film covering permitted
Electric Power rules:
1) Any electric motor is permitted with direct drive
2) The motor cannot be stopped and started. It must run continuously until the end of
the battery charge or stopped by the pilot
3) No folding prop is allowed unless the blades are prevented from folding
4) Allowed battery packs: 2 cell 350mAHr LiPo or 6 cells 350 mAHr NiMH
You can submit as many flights as you wish, but only the longest will be considered for the
final result.

Pieter Moerkerken (left) and Lou Amadio with brand new Tomboys –
ready for first flight at IMAC. Pieter’s model was significantly lighter than mine which explains my
green complexion!
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Airframe Considerations
The stubby nose on the Tomboy provides a real challenge for electric conversion. Note
that there are two front-ends drawn on the plan. The one on the left for the 0.75 Mills is ½”
longer and that is the one I built. The extra space was used to create a battery
compartment in front of F1 to bring as much weight as possible towards the front. Holes
were cut through F1 to allow the ESC battery and motor wires to thread through.
I installed a new firewall 2.5cm in front of F1 and secured the motor to this. Likewise,
servos, ESC and Rx were all installed in front of the CoG, just behind F1. Lightweight
covering was used for the tail. All this contributed to a model that balanced without lead.

Battery compartment was created in front of F1 to bring more weight forward.
The hatch is missing from this photo.

Power System Development
Our initial thoughts were that the power systems developed for the Electric 1/2A Texaco
models would be suitable based on 50gram out-runner motors.
Previous discussions on electric power systems (DT148) suggested that a Kv=1500 would
be suitable for a 2S LiPo battery. As I had a 1650 Kv motor I gave it a go using a 7x5
APCE prop. Amps was measured at 8.5A from the 2S 350mAHr LiPo (~60 watts).

Front end of Lou’s Tomboy was built using the longer nose shown on the Aeromodeller plan. A
new firewall was added 2 cm in front of F1 to serve as a battery compartment. No lead was
required to balance the model
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Flight Testing
The maiden flight for the author’s Tomboy proved that the motor was producing too much
thrust thus draining the 2S 350 mAHr battery far too quickly at 8.5A. The model climbed at
about 40 deg but the flight only lasted 5 minutes. Pieter’s Tomboy, on the other hand, was
modestly powered and under similar conditions flew for over 7 minutes.

Pieter launches his Tomboy with Daniel Tracey timing. Tom Reinhold looks on

More to come
Back at the workshop I determined that a 6x4 APCE might be a better choice. The most
suitable motor speed constant for this contest may well be 1250 Kv. This will ensure a
slight larger but more efficient propeller and longer battery run time.
Consideration must also be given to Rx/servo power in an extended thermal flight.
Consider the scenario where you have just climbed to height and the voltage monitor in
the ESC cuts the power to the motor. The battery is technically flat. How long will it last
before the Rx stops working?
The safe position would be to install a separate Rx pack and disable the BEC function of
the ESC (the red wire). A Rx pack cannot coexist with a BEC equipped ESC without
risking damage to the ESC.
Lou Amadio
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MINUTES OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
HELD ON

July 23rd. 2009
MEETING OPENED
The meeting commenced at 7 50 pm.
CHAIRMAN
Brian Laughton.
ATTENDANCE
There were ten members in attendance.
APOLOGIES
Greg Jenkinson, Danny Missen, Lynn Clifford, and Ted Hall.
VISITORS
Nil.
MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
The Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on July 24th. 2008, were read and
accepted. Moved by Steve Gullock and Rob Taylor, carried. The Ordinary General
Meeting held on May 28th. 2009 were also read and accepted. Moved by Gary Ryan
and Kevin Fryer, carried.
BUSINESS ARISING
Electric Old Timers
The is nothing further to report on their thoughts on combining with us for events,
but it will become clearer closer to the Cohuna date.
TREASURER’S REPORT
The treasurer indicated that we had $1682.72 at June 23rd. 2009 and at June 30th.
2009 we had $1407.72 in our account. There were 34 Members of SAM 600.
Received, moved by Brian Dowie and Graham Scott, carried.
CORRESPONDENCE
63rd. MAAA Nationals.
Letter received from the VMAA requesting sponsorship of events.
We agreed to sponsor two events. Electric Old Timer and ½ A Texaco.
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MINUTES CONTINUED ….
CONTEST CALENDAR
Warragul, June 7th. 2009, there were only a few attending but it was a good day.
We are going to endeavour to include events at Warragul, Echuca and Bendigo in
our competition calendar.
GENERAL AND NEW BUSINESS
Meetings
It was agreed that we hold only three meeting each year. These will be at Cohuna
in November, Haddon in March and the Annual general Meeting in July each year.
This was moved by Rob Taylor and Gary Ryan, carried.
Flight Proficiency
We discussed a proposal to have a specific flight proficiency for Old Timers.
Rob Taylor is to write a proposal for consideration.
REPORTS
The President (Brian Laughton) gave a brief summary of the years activities.
The competitions were very successful and well patronized.
The highlight of the year was the annual journey to Canowindra, and Brian once
again suggested that all of SAM 600 Members owe it to themselves to attend this
event, it is well worth the effort.
The Roy Rob was another highlight with a big field and many non active members
coming and competing.
The use of open round was considered a success and will continue as well as the
use of the designated take off and landing areas. This latter change has
contributed to a safe flying environment.
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MINUTES CONTINUED ….
ELECTIONS
All positions were declared vacant and Brian Dowie was nominated as chairman.
President, Brian Laughton. Nominated Steve Gullock, seconded by Gary Ryan,
elected unopposed.
Brian Dowie vacated the chair and the incoming President assumed the position.
Vice President, Rob Taylor. Nominated Kevin Fryer, seconded by Graham Scott,
elected unopposed.
Secretary/Treasurer, Brian Dowie. Nominated Steve Gullock, seconded by Kevin
Fryer, elected unopposed.
Safety Officer, Steve Gullock. Nominated Brian Laughton, seconded by Brian
Dowie, elected unopposed.
Member, Graham Scott. Nominated Brian Laughton, seconded by Brian Dowie,
elected unopposed.
Public Officer, Brian Dowie. Nominated Steve Gullock, seconded by Kevin Fryer,
elected unopposed.
Contest Director, Brian Laughton. Nominated Steve Gullock, seconded by Kevin
Fryer, elected unopposed.
Web Master, Trevor Boundy. Nominated Steve Gullock, seconded by Kevin Fryer,
elected unopposed.
Newsletter, Lynn Clifford. Nominated Steve Gullock, seconded by Brian Laughton,
elected unopposed.
Brian the congratulated the new committee and thanked the previous committee for
their effort.
MEETING CLOSED
9 35pm.
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FINANCIALS
Victorian Old Timers Association SAM 600 Inc.
1264

Opening Balance at 01/07/08

873.41

Income
1073
5
263
0
1341

Members Fees
Interest
Competitions
Other (Clothing,
etc.)

732.50
1.03
1663.00
1574.50
3971.03

Expenses
92
0
222
1340
0
48
0
30

Bank Fees
Clothing
Competitions
Newsletter
Other
Registrations
Trophies
Web Address

125.40
1204.50
732.50
287.20
133.50
59.70
753.97
139.95

1640

3436.72

-391

873

534.31

Balance at 30/06/2009

Clothing Sales
Less Expenses

1407.72

1474.50
1204.50
270.00
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JOKE
A Queensland Jackeroo is overseeing his herd in remote territory when suddenly a brand
new BMW advances out of a cloud of dust towards him.
The driver, a young man in a designer suit, Gucci shoes, Eyres sunglasses and YSL tie,
leans out of the window and asks the Jackeroo, ‘If I tell you exactly how many cows and
calves you have in your herd, will you give me a calf?’
The Jackeroo looks at the man, obviously a yuppie, then looks at his peacefully grazing
herd and calmly answers, ‘sure, why not?’
The yuppie parks his car, whips out his Dell notebook computer, connects it to his Cingular
RAZR V3 cell phone, and surfs to a NASA page on the internet, where he calls up a GPS
satellite navigation system to get an exact fix on his location which he then feeds to
another NASA satellite that scans the area in an ultra high resolution photo. The young
man then opens the digital photo in Adobe Photoshop and exports it to an image
processing facility in Hamburg, Germany.
Within seconds, he receives an email on his Palm Pilot that the Image has been
processed and the data stored. He then accesses a MS-SQL database through an ODBC
connected Excel Spreadsheet with email on his Blackberry and, after a few minutes,
receives a response. Finally, he prints out a full colour, 150 page report on his hi-tech,
miniaturized HP LaserJet printer and finally turns to the Jackeroo and says, ‘you have
exactly 1,586 cows and calves’.
‘That’s right. Well I guess you can take one of my calves’ says the Jackeroo.
He watches the young man select one of the animals and looks on amused as the young
man stuffs it into the trunk of his car.
Then the Jackeroo says to the young man, ‘he if I can tell you exactly what your business
is, will you give me back my calf?’
The young man thinks about it for a second and then says ‘Okay, why not?’
“You work for the Australian Government’ says the Jackeroo.
“Wow! That’s correct’ says the yuppie, ‘but how did you guess that?’
‘No guessing required’ answered the Jackeroo. ‘you showed up here even though nobody
called you, you want to get paid for an answer I already knew, to a question I never asked.
You used all kinds of expensive equipment that clearly somebody else paid for, you tried
to show me how much smarter than me you are, and you don’t know a thing about cows
… this is a herd of sheep.
Now give me back my dog

’
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